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Why a Federated System?

- Authority is “divided between a central...authority and smaller, locally autonomous units...usually formed through the political union of two or more formerly independent states under one sovereign government that does not, in any case, arrogate the individual powers of those states.”

- A federated system allows both autonomy in some respects and centralization in others.

- Large organizations generally benefit from such a federated governance system.
What to Centralize?

• The data assets themselves almost never need to be centralized, stored or accessed in a single repository.

• Centralized tasks or content: reference data, master data, and/or metadata.

• The Open Archival Information System is one example of a federated architecture.
LEVERAGING THE OAIS

• **Borrowing from OAIS tenets to create a federated governance environment:**

  — **Negotiate with and accept data from data providers**
  
  — **Obtain sufficient control of data assets to ensure long-term preservation**
  
  — **Ensure that data is understandable to the user community without having to consult with data creators or providers**
  
  — **Follow documented policies and procedures which enable information to be disseminated as authenticated copies and/or traceable to the original**
• **The Submission Information Package (SIP):** Information that providers send to the central repository

• **The Dissemination Information Package (DIP):** Information the central repository sends to data requesters

• **The Archival Information Package (AIP):** Information stored by the central repository for preservation and archival purposes
WHAT IS DATA CURATION?

• A DISCIPLINE THAT ENABLES DATA DISCOVERY AND RETRIEVAL, MAINTAINING ITS QUALITY, ADDING VALUE, AND PROVIDING FOR REUSE OVER TIME.*

• THE ONGOING DOCUMENTATION OF CONTEXTUAL METADATA ABOUT KEY DATA ASSETS ACCORDING TO STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES AND CONSISTENT TERMS OF REFERENCE

*Source: The University of Illinois School of Library and Information Sciences
CURATION — IT’S ABOUT THE METADATA

CURATION helps identify data gaps, data quality issues, data completeness, and contextual metadata that allows a dataset to be discoverable for uses other than its original use, which can help avoid duplication of effort. Curation also contributes to performance metrics, compliance, and risk mitigation by allowing data scientists to gauge the reliability of a dataset and identify gaps in data for possible additional collection and/or articulation of caveats and margins of error.
HOW TO CURATE YOUR DATA

• Develop and maintain **TERMS OF REFERENCE** for describing your organization's data.

• Document and communicate to users **DATA HANDLING POLICIES** (such as restrictions on use, copyrights and licenses).

• Determine the **METADATA** (structured and unstructured) that your organization’s data users need—and think ahead to future reusability of the data.

• Train your workforce on consistent **DOCUMENTATION STANDARDS**.

• Data curation is essentially a data management maturity issue.
CONSTRUCTING A DATA DICTIONARY

• BEST PRACTICES

— **TRY NOT TO BOIL THE OCEAN:** CHOOSE THE MOST IMPORTANT AND POSSIBLY MOST MISUNDERSTOOD TERMS AND FUNCTIONS AND DEFINE THEM IN AS STRAIGHTFORWARD AND SIMPLE LANGUAGE POSSIBLE

— **COORDINATE:** ENSURE THAT STAKEHOLDERS AGREE ON THE TERMS OF REFERENCE, BUT DON’T LET A SINGLE HOLD OUT TAKE YOUR DATA DICTIONARY HOSTAGE

— **COMMUNICATE:** ONCE YOU HAVE A DATA DICTIONARY, DON’T STICK IT IN A DRAWER OR KEEP IT A SECRET; PUBLISH IT, SHARE IT AND TRAIN IT IN AS MANY FORUMS AS POSSIBLE
DETERMINING METADATA STANDARDS

- To consistently curate data, the organization must have a metadata standard, the contextual metadata fields that apply to every curated dataset.

- Contextual metadata can be structured, unstructured, or both, depending on the needs of the organization.

- If a relevant metadata standard already exists, don’t reinvent the wheel, but don’t be afraid to create something new if you need to.
“STANDARDS ARE LIKE TOOTHBRUSHES. EVERYONE AGREES THAT THEY’RE A GOOD IDEA, BUT NOBODY WANTS TO USE ANYONE ELSE’S.” *

* FROM Metadata by Jeffrey Pomerantz; attributed to Murtha Baca, Getty Research Institute
**ALL WILL BE FOR NAUGHT IF...**

• **DATA CURATION: EVERYONE THINKS IT'S A GREAT IDEA...FOR SOMEONE ELSE TO DO.**

• **TRAINING AND PROFESSIONALIZATION OF A CURATION WORKFORCE IS KEY TO THE SUCCESS OF A CURATION EFFORT**

• **SKILL SET OF A DATA CURATOR IS ONE THAT BRIDGES THE GAP BETWEEN IT AND BUSINESS OR MISSION.**
  
  – A CURATOR SHOULD UNDERSTAND DATA FORMATS AND DATA EXPLOITATION SYSTEMS AT A BASIC LEVEL.
  
  – THE CURATOR MUST HAVE EXCELLENT WRITING AND COMMUNICATION SKILLS
  
  – THE CURATOR MUST IN DEPTH UNDERSTANDING OF THE INTENDED BUSINESS OR MISSION USES OF THE DATA.
CURATION IN THE DATA LIFECYCLE

Data & Metadata

- Plan
- Acquire/Create
- Process/Ingest
- Share/Use
- Archive/Dispose
- Curate
QUESTIONS?